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A NONLINEAR ALGEBRAIC MULTIGRID FRAMEWORK FOR
THE POWER FLOW EQUATIONS\ast 

C. PONCE\dagger , D. S. BINDEL\ddagger , AND P. S. VASSILEVSKI\dagger 

Abstract. Multigrid is a highly scalable class of methods most often used for solving large
linear systems. In this paper we develop a nonlinear algebraic multigrid framework for the power
flow equations, a complex quadratic system of the form diag(\bfitv )Y \bfitv = \bfits , where Y is approximately
a complex scalar rotation of a real graph Laplacian. This is a standard problem that needs to be
solved repeatedly during power grid simulations. A key difference between our multigrid framework
and typical multigrid approaches is the use of a novel multiplicative coarse-grid correction to enable
a dynamic multigrid hierarchy. We also develop a new type of smoother that allows one to coarsen
together the different types of nodes that appear in power grid simulations. In developing a specific
multigrid method, one must make a number of choices that can significantly affect the method's
performance, such as how to construct the restriction and interpolation operators, what smoother
to use, and how aggressively to coarsen. In this paper, we make simple but reasonable choices that
result in a scalable and robust power flow solver. Experiments demonstrate this scalability and show
that it is significantly more robust to poor initial guesses than current state-of-the-art solvers.
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1. Introduction. The power flow problem, also known as the load flow problem,
is a nonlinear algebraic system of equations at the heart of power grid simulations.
The power flow equations are a set of complex, quadratic equations that relate the
voltages at each node in a power network to the amount of power entering or leaving
at each node [15]. The simulation of a power network in ``steady state"" requires the
solution of the power flow equations, while time-domain simulation requires solving
the power flow equations at each time step in a differential-algebraic problem [39].
Power flow is an inherently nonlinear problem, and although power networks are
physical networks, modeling data often does not include physical locations. Thus,
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it is typically an algebraic problem rather than a geometric one. In this paper, we
present a method for solving the power flow problem based on the ideas of algebraic
multigrid, a methodology typically used for solving linear systems of equations.

The earliest methods for solving the power flow problem were nonlinear Gauss--
Seidel methods, known as Y-Matrix methods, developed in the 1950s [38]. These
methods converge slowly but were suitable for early computers with limited memory.
They were surpassed in the 1960s by Newton--Raphson methods with the development
of efficient sparse Gaussian elimination techniques that made Jacobian factorization
practical [41].

Today Newton--Raphson is still the workhorse method for the power flow prob-
lem [15], and many variants of the method are used today. The Fast-Decoupled Load
Flow is a quasi-Newton method that makes assumptions about typical operating
conditions to decouple the Jacobian into two smaller matrices [40]. The DC Load
Flow method makes further assumptions by completely neglecting voltage magnitude
changes to reduce the problem to a single linear solve [15]. The development of contin-
uation methods enabled power flow computation near points of system instability [2].

A great deal of literature exists on solving the power flow equations, typically
focusing on specific issues. Some work, for example, focuses on solving the power flow
equations in the context of the distribution network, where high resistance/reactance
ratios make the problem ill-conditioned [20, 42, 8]. Other work focuses on improving
the efficiency of Newton--Raphson's Jacobian solve through developments in sparse
direct solvers [23, 29, 35] and Krylov solvers [22, 18, 48]. In [18], the authors suggest
algebraic multigrid as a preconditioner in a Newton--Krylov iteration.

One problem that often plagues Newton--Raphson is that its region of conver-
gence is smaller than one might hope, especially when the system is heavily loaded.
Furthermore, its region of convergence is a fractal [11], making it difficult to predict
when Newton--Raphson will converge. This is problematic not only because it makes
simulation difficult, but also because often one does not know if the solver diverged
because the problem has no solution (implying a system collapse), or simply because
Newton--Raphson didn't find the solution. Various robust solvers have been devel-
oped in response to this problem. In some cases, using a method such as the DC
Load Flow can provide an initial starting guess within the region of convergence [37].
One common class of approaches is homotopy-based methods, in which a series of
problems are solved that shift gradually between an easy problem and the desired,
harder problem [31, 2, 32]. Other approaches typically involve some robust variation
of Newton--Raphson. In [19], the authors present a variation of Newton--Raphson in
which they optimally scale the update to minimize the residual norm. Others involve
a Runge--Kutta-based variant [31] or a Levenberg--Marquardt method [27]. The meth-
ods that we present in this paper are particularly robust to poor starting conditions,
making them desirable methods for ill-conditioned problems.

The framework and methods that we develop in this paper for solving the power
flow problem are based on the ideas of algebraic multigrid methods. Multigrid meth-
ods work by constructing a hierarchy of ``coarse"" problems such that each problem
is a reduced-size approximation of the one before it. By passing the current iterate
between various levels of the hierarchy and performing some simple iteration step
(such as Gauss--Seidel) on each level, one creates an efficient solver that makes global
changes at the coarse levels and local changes at the fine levels [7]. Multigrid meth-
ods have seen great success as a highly scalable tool for the solution of linear systems
of equations, especially for the ones that arise from elliptic partial differential equa-
tions [5].
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Linear multigrid methods have also been applied to linear systems that do not
arise from partial differential equations, and often do not even have an underlying
geometry [7]. This has been most successful for graph Laplacian matrices, which are
in many ways an algebraic analogue to the geometric Poisson problem [16, 33, 34, 10].
Algebraic multigrid, with its ever expanding area of application and intent for extreme
scale parallel scalability, is still an active area of research [14, 6, 46, 17, 4].

Multigrid methods have been used in somewhat more limited fashion to solve
nonlinear problems as well. The nonlinear Full Approximation Scheme (FAS) is a
well-known multigrid framework for solving nonlinear partial differential equations [7].
Nonlinear multigrid methods have also been used to solve eigenvalue problems [24, 9].
Recent results for solving nonlinear finite element elliptic equations by specialized
element based AMG (referred to as AMGe) are found in [26].

A related method, also exploiting the divide-and-conquer approach, similarly to
multigrid (which can be viewed as an implicit divide-and-conquer method in the
frequency domain) is the domain decomposition approach. Some recent work has
made use of domain decomposition approaches to accelerate power flow solvers. In
[1], the authors present an overlapping restricted additive Schwarz preconditioner for
use in a Newton-GMRES solver of the power flow equations. In [3, 21, 30], researchers
exploit domain decomposition in dynamic simulations.

However, a defining feature of multigrid methods is the construction of a hierarchy
of ``coarse"" approximate problems that trade off between problem size and fidelity of
approximation. While multigrid is not the only class of methods with this feature
(e.g., see [36] for graph Laplacian linear solvers), achieving algorithmic scalability
typically requires the use of some coarse problem hierarchy. With the exception of
the AMG preconditioner in [18], the solvers in the above papers do not make use of a
hierarchy of coarse problems. Recently, [28] also proposed the use of multigrid in the
time domain for dynamic power grid simulations.

The nonlinear algebraic multigrid framework and methods developed in this paper
do not use algebraic multigrid to solve the Jacobian of a Newton--Raphson iterate as
in [18]. Rather, it builds a multigrid hierarchy for the power flow problem directly.
Because of this, the method differs from most modern power flow solvers in that it is
unrelated to Newton--Raphson; in fact, it is closer to the earlier Gauss--Seidel method.
It builds a hierarchy of coarse power flow problems and uses a variant of the standard
Gauss--Seidel method to smooth at each level. These methods also differ from most
multigrid methods in that they work on a nonlinear problem, and in that it performs
its updates using a novel multiplicative correction rather than the standard additive
correction.

Multigrid is really a methodology rather than a method, and one can make a
variety of choices, such as the smoother or the coarsening approach, to construct
methods within a multigrid framework that have different advantages and disadvan-
tages. We present a few simple possibilities for some of these choices here. These
simple choices result in a method that is both highly scalable and significantly more
robust to poor initial guesses than Newton--Raphson and its variants. The choice
of a Jacobi smoother also results in, to the best of the authors' knowledge, the first
successful use of a Jacobi iteration in solving the power flow problem.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In section 2, we introduce the
power flow equations. In section 3, we present our multigrid method. In section 4,
we present numerical experiments, and in section 5, we conclude.
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2. The power flow equations. The power flow problem is a standard problem
in power engineering [15]. One can represent a power network as a graph; power
enters or leaves a network at nodes and flows between nodes along edges (with some
``line loss""; power is not conserved in edges). These edges are transmission lines and
are weighted by their electrical admittance. When simulating a power network that
is in ``steady state,"" power engineers typically make a set of simplifying assumptions.

1. Complex numbers for voltages and currents. Power grids use alternating cur-
rent, in which all voltages and currents in a network oscillate at the same
frequency (e.g., 60 Hz in the United States). We may represent these sine
waves as complex phasors.

2. Dimensionless units. All quantities in a power network model are normalized,
resulting in a unitless representation of electrical voltage, current, and power.
The result is that all nodes have voltage magnitudes near 1.0. Voltage phase
angles vary more than magnitudes, but still remain near 0.0.1

Under these assumptions, we can model power networks by representing nodal
voltages, transmission line admittances, and network power injections as complex
numbers.

To set up the model equations, we first define the admittance matrix Y \in \BbbC n\times n.
The off-diagonal element Yij is the negative of electrical admittance of the transmission
line connecting nodes i and j, or zero if there is no such line. The diagonal elements
Yii are the sum of all connected electrical admittances plus a small additional shunt
admittance term hi [15]. It is nearly symmetric, except on lines with transformers,
which introduce asymmetries in phase angle but not magnitude. The result is that Y
is nearly a complex graph Laplacian.

Let \bfitv \in \BbbC n denote a vector of complex voltages at each node and let \bfits \in \BbbC n denote
a vector of complex power injections at each node. In addition let D\bfitv = diag(\bfitv ) and
let \bfitx denote the complex conjugate of a vector \bfitx . Then, under the assumptions stated
above, the power flow equations are

(1) D\bfitv Y \bfitv = \bfits .

Associated with each node is a nodal voltage vi and a power injection si. There
are three types of nodes in a power flow model, each associated with a different set of
unknowns.

1. PQ nodes. In a PQ node i, the power injection si is known a priori, and we
wish to solve for the unknown voltage vi. Approximately 90\% of the nodes
in a network are PQ nodes [25].

2. PV nodes. In a PV node i, the real component of the power injection, Re(si),
is known, as well as the voltage magnitude, which we denote | vspi | . Here we
wish to solve for the unknown voltage phase angle \theta i = arg(vi). PV nodes
represent generators and usually make up approximately 10\% of the nodes in
a network [25].

3. The slack node. There is always one slack node. The complex voltage vi is
known a priori. Without a slack node, the power flow equations would be
invariant to scalar complex rotations of \bfitv and consequently underdetermined.

Note that the power injection of the slack node and the imaginary component of
the power injections of the PV nodes (that is, the reactive power injection) are also
unknown. However, they are simple to compute once the nodal voltages are found.

1For this reason, many iterative solvers use a starting iterate of \bfitv = 1+ \imath 0.
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3. Multigrid framework and solver. The guiding principle behind the de-
velopment of our multigrid framework comes from the above problem's similarity to
the real linear problem L\bfitx = \bfitf when L is a graph Laplacian. In the linear case, a
smoother such as Gauss--Seidel or Jacobi is effective at reducing error modes associ-
ated with large eigenvalues of L, while those modes associated with small eigenvalues
of L tend to be slowly varying; that is, small-eigenvalue error modes tend to be locally
nearly constant.

Problem (1) can be rewritten as Y \bfitv = D - 1
\bfitv \bfits , so it is qualitatively similar to the

linear problem, especially given that vi is near 1.0 for each i. Thus, we establish the
heuristic that, like the linear case, we expect Gauss--Seidel and Jacobi smoothers to
be complementary to coarsening approaches that assume nearly constant local error.

We first present two simplifying observations that we will find useful:
\bullet Most off-diagonal nonzeros are the result of transmission lines. Transmission
lines tend to be physically similar but of varying lengths, so these off-diagonal
entries have similar complex phase angles with varying magnitudes. The
result is that

(2) Y \approx zL,

where z is a complex scalar rotation and L is a real-valued graph Laplacian.
\bullet Voltage phase angles between neighboring nodes typically are quite close.
Therefore, if i and j are neighbors,

(3) exp(\imath (\theta i  - \theta j)) \approx 1 + \imath (\theta i  - \theta j).

3.1. Coarsening. Our multigrid framework must allow us to coarsen such that
the coarse problem has the same structure as the original problem, enabling recursion.
That is, the coarse problem must

\bullet be of the form D\bfitv Y \bfitv = \bfits ,
\bullet have a matrix Y that is approximately zL, where z \in \BbbC and L is a real-valued
graph Laplacian, though it need not be exactly symmetric, and

\bullet have PQ nodes, PV nodes, and a single slack node.
We present a multiplicative approach to coarsening instead of the standard ad-

ditive approach. For the linear problem L\bfitx = \bfitf , one typically constructs restriction
and interpolation matrices R and P , and then computes a coarse-grid correction by
solving the problem

(4) RLP\bfitx C = R\bfitf  - RL\bfitx 

for \bfitx C and performing the update

(5) \bfitx \leftarrow \bfitx + P\bfitx C .

If L is a graph Laplacian and one chooses R = PT , the matrix PTLP is also symmetric
and positive-definite, and if P is piecewise-constant, then PTLP is a graph Laplacian
as well. For general conditions for preserving the structure of graph Laplacian, see
sections 3 and 4 of [10].

The choice of restriction and interpolation matrices is one of the many choices in
developing a specific multigrid method, and a great deal of literature exists on this
question (see, e.g., [44, 7, 13]). The restriction and interpolation matrices determine
what subspace of the original problem is captured in the coarse problems, and this
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can significantly impact the effectiveness of a method. A deep exploration of possible
restriction and interpolation matrices is outside the scope of this paper; here we use
R = PT and choose P to consist of ones and zeros (often called a piecewise constant
interpolation matrix). These choices enable convenient algebraic tricks discussed be-
low, though more general choices (such as blocked operators) are likely possible as
well.

In our case, the traditional additive update in (5) presents a problem. Applying
the above coarse-grid correction to the power flow equations results in the coarse
problem

PTdiag(\bfitv + P\bfitv C)Y (\bfitv + P\bfitv C) = PT\bfits .

A simple expansion of terms shows that we now have a problem with two linear terms,
one in \bfitv C and one in \bfitv C , so this coarse problem no longer has the same structure
as problem (1). Therefore, this construction violates the requirement that the coarse
problem be of the form D\bfitv Y \bfitv = \bfits .

To avoid this problem, we introduce the multiplicative coarse-grid correction.
Rather than perform a correction of the form

(6) \bfitv \leftarrow \bfitv + P\bfitv C ,

we perform one of the form

(7) \bfitv \leftarrow D\bfitv P\bfitv C .

To analyze this type of update, we first present a useful lemma.

Lemma 1. Let P \in \{ 0, 1\} n\times \ell , \ell \leq n, denote a matrix with exactly one 1 in each
row and let \bfitx \in \BbbC \ell . Then

PT diag(P\bfitx ) = diag(\bfitx )PT .

Proof. Assume without loss of generality that the rows of P are ordered by the
columns of their nonzero elements; that is, assume that

PT =

\left[     
1 \cdot \cdot \cdot 1

1 \cdot \cdot \cdot 1
. . .

1 \cdot \cdot \cdot 1

\right]     .

Then
P\bfitx =

\bigl[ 
x1 \cdot \cdot \cdot x1 \cdot \cdot \cdot x\ell \cdot \cdot \cdot x\ell 

\bigr] T
,

and so

(8) PTdiag(P\bfitx ) =

\left[     
x1 \cdot \cdot \cdot x1

x2 \cdot \cdot \cdot x2

. . .

x\ell \cdot \cdot \cdot x\ell 

\right]     = diag(\bfitx )PT .

Now, given the multiplicative update in (7), the coarse-grid problem to solve is

PTD\bfitv DP\bfitv C
Y D\bfitv P\bfitv C = PT\bfits 

=\Rightarrow D\bfitv C
PTD\bfitv Y D\bfitv P\bfitv C = PT\bfits (Lemma (1))

=\Rightarrow D\bfitv C
YC\bfitv C = \bfits C ,(9)
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where YC = PTD\bfitv Y D\bfitv P and \bfits C = PT\bfits .
This problem has the same structure as problem (1) and represents a valid power

flow problem. The system is not quite symmetric, due to the complex conjugation in
YC . However, it is still nearly symmetric, as neighboring nodes tend to have phase
angles that are close to each other. As we show later, we never aggregate together two
nodes of different types, so we have distinct PQ, PV, and slack nodes. Therefore, the
coarse problem has the required elements to enable recursion and therefore a multigrid
hierarchy.

We make a few remarks about the multiplicative coarse-grid correction:
\bullet The multiplicative update corresponds to an additive update for the complex
phase angles. In addition, because all nodes have magnitude near 1.0, it is
approximately an additive update for voltage magnitudes as well.

\bullet If \bfitv already solves the problem, then the solution to the coarse-grid problem
is \bfitv C = 1. For this reason, any iterative method on the coarse grid should
begin near 1 rather than 0. Many standard power flow solvers use a starting
iterate of 1, so this behavior is similar to power flow problems as well.

3.2. Selection of coarse grid. Many coarsening procedures are possible within
our multigrid framework. There are two requirements:

\bullet The resulting interpolation matrix P must be a piecewise-constant operator.
\bullet The coarsening procedure does not aggregate nodes of different types. How-
ever, for smoothing purposes later, we keep track of PQ and PV coarse nodes
that we would ``like"" to have aggregated had they been of the same type. The
result is a sequence of sets of coarse nodes of the form

(10) \{ \{ i1\} , \{ i2\} , \{ i3, i4\} , \{ i5\} , \{ i6, i7, i8\} , . . .\} ,

where the size of each set is determined by the number of types of nodes that
we would have liked to coarsen together.

Within these framework requirements, many choices are possible. In this paper,
we make a specific choice by following our guiding principle that problem (1) is qual-
itatively similar to a linear problem, so we choose to construct our coarse grid under
the heuristic assumption that nodes i and j are likely to have similar values if | yij | is
large.

This is similar to the reasoning used in [43]. We use a related algorithm, the
greedy matching algorithm presented in Algorithm 6.1 of [45], where we order edges
by | yij | . This produces a piecewise-constant operator P . It is common in algebraic
multigrid to then produce a smoothed version of operator P , but we do not do that
here, as Lemma 1 relies on having a piecewise-constant interpolation operator.

Another option would be to use Algorithm 2 of [43] without the subsequent
smoothing. Algorithm 6.1 of [45] doesn't require any parameter selection, however,
so we use that.

One could also coarsen more aggressively by employing a strategy to aggregate
more than two nodes at a time. There is typically a tradeoff to make here in terms of
coarsening aggressiveness. More aggressive coarsening results in multigrid cycles that
are less expensive but also potentially less effective. Optimal coarsening aggressiveness
is often problem-dependent.
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Rather than choosing the aggregates using Y , one could use D\bfitv Y D\bfitv . This would
likely more accurately reflect how power is flowing. However, because \bfitv changes,
this would involve repeating the hierarchy construction process each iteration and so
would be expensive. Furthermore, because all | vi| are near 1.0, we do not expect the
aggregation to change very often, so we do not do this.

While we need to recompute the entries of YC at each iteration, its sparsity
structure does not change, so we can precompute the matrix structure for YC and
simply fill in the matrix values at each iteration. Then this is only slightly more
expensive than the traditional approach of recomputing the right-hand side at each
iteration (which, in our case, remains constant).

3.3. Smoothing. As with coarsening approaches, many different smoothers are
possible. The term ``smoother"" comes from linear geometric multigrid methods in
which one employs a simple method that literally smooths out the error profile. More
generally, a smoother is a simple iterative method that reduces the types of error that
will be projected away at the next coarser level.

In this paper, we base our specific smoothing approach on the Gauss--Seidel
method typically discussed in power engineering literature [38]. In the previous sec-
tion we discussed pairs of nodes that we would like to update together, despite them
being of different types. The traditional Gauss--Seidel method does not allow for this,
as it treats PQ and PV nodes differently. We therefore modify that method to allow
us to update together parts of the PQ and PV nodes that we would have liked to
aggregate had they been the same type. The typical power flow Gauss--Seidel method
cycles through each node i and solves

yiiv
new
i +

\sum 
j \not =i

yijvj = si/vi

for vnewi . If i is a PV node, power flow Gauss--Seidel pre- and postprocesses this
calculation to estimate si and to maintain the known voltage magnitude.

Now, PV nodes have known voltage magnitude, so we cannot update PQ and
PV nodes' voltage magnitude together; however, we can update their phase angles
together. To that end, we develop a Gauss--Seidel smoother that updates a node's
voltage magnitude and phase angle separately. We present the smoother here and
discuss in section 3.4 how to apply it at a coarse level with paired PQ and PV nodes.

For each of these updates, we do not use the entire complex residual at node i, but
rather project some rotation of that residual onto the real axis. That is, we update
the phase angle \theta i or the magnitude | vi| so that

Re (\beta ri) = 0, ri = ( - si + vi(Y \bfitv )i),

for some \beta \in \BbbC . The question, then, is what to use for \beta for the phase angle and for
the magnitude of vi.
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Recalling observations (2) and (3), note that

zvi

\Bigl( 
 - si/vi + (Y \bfitv )i

\Bigr) 
\approx z ( - si + vi(zL\bfitv )i)

= - zsi + vi(L\bfitv )i

= - zsi +

n\sum 
j=1

Lij | vi| | vj | e\imath (\theta j - \theta i)

\approx  - zsi +

n\sum 
j=1

Lij | vi| | vj | (1 + \imath (\theta j  - \theta i)) (observation (3))

=

\left(   - Re(zsi) +

n\sum 
j=1

Lij | vi| | vj | 

\right)  

+ \imath 

\left(   - Im(zsi) +

n\sum 
j=1

Lij | vi| | vj | (\theta j  - \theta i)

\right)  .

The imaginary term in the above formula is (approximately) the component of
the residual equation that is most strongly affected by the phase angles, and the real
term is (approximately) the component of the residual equation that is least affected
by phase angles. Therefore, we use \beta = \imath zvi when updating phase angles and \beta = zvi
when updating voltage magnitudes.

The complex scalar z is not just a theoretical object; we must actually compute
it, at least approximately. There are various ways to do this; we simply take the mean
of the diagonal of Y .

We update separately a node's voltage phase angle and magnitude by setting the
imaginary and real components of zviri, respectively, to zero, and updating vi to
match that component of the current injection. Mathematically, we write this in the
following way:

\bullet To update the phase angle of vi by an amount \lambda \in \BbbR , we set

(11) Im

\left[  z
\left(  si  - vi

\sum 
j \not =i

Yijvj  - viYiivie
\imath \lambda 

\right)  \right]  = 0.

Solving for e\imath \lambda gives two possibilities:

(12) e\imath \lambda =
\imath c\pm 

\sqrt{} 
| x| 2  - c2

x
,

where

x = z| vi| 2Yii, c = Im

\left[  z
\left(  si  - vi

\sum 
j \not =i

Yijvj

\right)  \right]  .

We select the option that causes the smallest angle change and then update
vi with the rotation

(13) vi \leftarrow vie
i\lambda .
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Algorithm 1. Split Gauss--Seidel iteration.

1: procedure SplitGaussSeidelIteration(\bfitv , \bfits , Y )
2: for i = 1, . . . , n do
3: if i is a PV node then
4: si \leftarrow Pi + \imath Im

\Bigl( 
vi(Y \bfitv )i

\Bigr) 
(17)

5: Update vi using (12) and (13)
6: else if i is a PQ node then
7: Update vi using (12) and (13)
8: Update vi using (15) and (16)
9: end if

10: end for
11: return \bfitv .
12: end procedure

\bullet To update the voltage magnitude of vi by a scaling \alpha \in \BbbR +, we set

(14) Re

\left[  z
\left(  si  - vi

\sum 
j \not =i

Yijvj  - viYii(\alpha vi)

\right)  \right]  = 0.

Solving for \alpha gives us

(15) \alpha =
Re

\Bigl[ 
z(si  - vi

\sum 
j \not =i Yijvj)

\Bigr] 
Re[zYii| | vi| 2]

= 1 +
Re[zviri]

Re[zYii| vi| 2]
.

We then update vi with the scaling

(16) vi \leftarrow \alpha vi.

We show the split Gauss--Seidel algorithm in Algorithm 1.
PV nodes. At a PV node the voltage magnitude is specified, so we skip the

voltage magnitude update. Additionally, si is not fully specified at a PV node, so we
must first update our guess of the reactive power injection with

(17) si \leftarrow Re(si) + \imath Im
\Bigl( 
vi(Y \bfitv )i

\Bigr) 
.

This is the preprocessing step for PV nodes used in standard power flow Gauss--
Seidel [38].

No solution to angle update. It is possible that there are no solutions to (11).
This occurs if | x| 2 < c2. If there are no solutions, we simply minimize the residual by
choosing e\imath \lambda to either maximize or minimize Im[zviYiivie

i\lambda ], whichever is appropriate.
Updating with the small-angle approximation. We typically expect phase

angles to only change by small amounts. Therefore, in solving for the phase angle
update, one may make the approximation e\imath \lambda \approx 1 + \imath \lambda . In this case, solving for \lambda 
gives the solution

(18) \lambda =
Im[zviri]

Im[\imath zYii| vi| 2]

and the update formula

(19) vi \leftarrow (1 + \imath \lambda )vi.
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This update formula is less expensive than (12), and its use requires no branching.
Note that, in this case, the voltage magnitude of a PV node is perturbed somewhat,
and so it must be corrected with

vi \leftarrow | vspi | 
vi
| vi| 

.

3.4. Coarsening PQ and PV nodes. When applying the above smoother at
a coarse level, we cycle through a sequence of coarse node groupings as in (10). If the
group is of size 1, we simply apply the smoother as normal. Here we discuss how to
apply the smoother to paired PQ-PV groups of size 2.

We perform the update as normal when updating the voltage magnitude, applying
the update only to the PQ node of the pair. When updating the pair's phase angles,
however, we essentially treat them as ``aggregated"" and update their phase angles in
synchrony. That is, let \scrJ = \{ i, i\prime \} , where i is a PQ node and i\prime is a PV node. We
solve

Im

\left(  \sum 
i\in \scrJ 

zvi

\left(  si/vi  - 
\sum 
j /\in \scrJ 

yijvj  - e\imath \lambda 
\sum 
k\in \scrJ 

yikvk

\right)  \right)  = 0

for e\imath \lambda , and then perform the update

vi \leftarrow vie
\imath \lambda ,

vi\prime \leftarrow vi\prime e
\imath \lambda .

This is straightforward to compute in constant time. A similar formula can be written
for voltage magnitude updates, but it is not needed as only the coarse PQ node is
included in that update.

3.5. Variants. Coarse Newton's method. One option is to cut off a multigrid
cycle before reaching the coarsest level of the hierarchy, and to fully or partially solve
that coarse problem. Because the coarse problem is itself a power flow problem, one
can use an existing power flow solver, which is typically highly effective at solving
small- to medium-sized problems.

Using a Jacobi smoother. A Jacobi smoother makes all the same updates that
a Gauss--Seidel smoother does, but makes those updates simultaneously rather than
sequentially. The Jacobi iteration is popular in linear multigrid methods because it
is highly parallelizable, but there is a tradeoff with stability and convergence. When
using Jacobi in a multigrid method for a linear system of equations with a Jacobi
smoother, one needs to weight or damp the Jacobi step to obtain convergence. That
is, after computing a possible update \~\bfitv , one then sets

\bfitv \leftarrow \omega \~\bfitv + (1 - \omega )\bfitv 

for some \omega \in (0, 1). The optimal value of \omega varies from problem to problem, but a
selection of \omega = 2/3 is often effective [7].

As in the linear case, using a Jacobi smoother in multigrid power flow is less stable
than a Gauss--Seidel smoother. We found experimentally that the weighting factor \omega 
needed when the residual \bfitr is large is often much smaller than the \omega needed when it
is small. So, we use a weighting schedule with Jacobi iterations that allows \omega to grow
as the algorithm progresses. In particular, we define a set of bounds b1, . . . , bk, b1 =
0, bk = \infty , and a set of weights \omega 1, . . . , \omega k - 1. Then, if bi < \| \bfitr \| \infty \leq bi+1, we set
\omega = \omega i.

We use some experimentally determined weighting schedules in the following sec-
tion, but we leave the question of how best to choose this schedule as future work.
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Table 1
Jacobi weighting schedules for various real-world networks. Also listed is the maximum number

of hierarchy levels for each of the networks.

\| \bfitr \| \infty in range IEEE 57 IEEE 118 IEEE 300 Polish Winter Peak
(0, 0.05] 0.8 0.8 0.55 0.65
(0.05, 0.1] 0.75 0.75 0.55 0.65
(0.1, 1.0] 0.65 0.65 0.65 0.65
(1.0, 5.0] 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3
(5.0, 8.0] 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1
(8.0, 50] 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05
(50, 80] 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02
(80, 200] 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01
(200,\infty ) 0.01 0.01 0.001 0.01

\# Hier. levels 6 6 7 10

4. Convergence experiments. In this section we demonstrate the convergence
properties of multigrid power flow. We explore several variants of multigrid power
flow by changing the method in the following ways:

\bullet whether to use Gauss--Seidel iterations or Jacobi iterations as the smoother,
\bullet whether to use V-Cycles or Full Multigrid Cycles, and
\bullet whether to use the complete multigrid hierarchy or switch to Newton's method
at some level \ell . This case is further subdivided into the level at which to
switch to Newton's method, and whether to use a full Newton or quasi-
Newton method in the inner iteration. In this paper, we consider full New-
ton's method, but consider not running the inner iteration to convergence.

We note that in some cases, the power flow problem has more than one solution.
However, there is a single ``high-voltage"" solution that typically corresponds to the
physically realistic solution. In all experiments here, we consider convergence to that
high-voltage solution.

4.1. Real-world networks. In this section we experiment with various real-
world test networks under a variety of algorithm choices. We use here four real-world
networks: the IEEE 57-bus, 118-bus, and 300-bus test networks, as well as the 1999--
2000 Polish Winter Peak network (2,383 nodes) [49]. We run each test from a starting
vector of 1, and continue until the relative residual drops below 10 - 6. The Jacobi
weighting schedules for the different networks were found by trial and error, and can
be seen in Table 1. Also shown in Table 1 is the maximum number of hierarchy levels
for each of the networks. Note that we do not use the small-angle approximation in
(18), but use the exact angle update.

Although the real-world networks shown here have a variety of sizes, one should
not interpret the results in this section as a rigorous scaling study. Each network has
its own characteristics aside from size that can affect convergence. For example, the
Polish Winter Peak network is a snapshot of the Polish power grid while it was under
heavy load, which can hinder convergence.

Figure 1 shows convergence plots for the four real-world test networks. We
compare V-Cycles against FMG-Cycles and Gauss--Seidel smoothers against Jacobi
smoothers. As expected, FMG-Cycles and Gauss--Seidel smoothers have stronger
convergence properties. However, the V-Cycle is typically about half as expensive
as the FMG-Cycle, and the Jacobi smoother is parallelizable while the Gauss--Seidel
smoother is not. We note in these plots that many of the plots drop dramatically, and
then ``bend right"" at some point as convergence slows somewhat. This is particularly
noticeable in the Polish Network: If a relative error of 10 - 3 is acceptable, then the
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Fig. 1. Convergence plots for various real-world test networks that compare V-Cycles against
FMG-Cycles and Gauss--Seidel smoothers against Jacobi smoothers.

FMG-Cycle with a Gauss--Seidel smoother is highly effective.
Next we show a plot of iterations required to converge under a greater variety of

algorithm choices. We consider the same cases as above, but here we also consider
``cutting off"" the traversal up the hierarchy at some point and applying a Newton
solver. We investigate the effects of using a single Newton iterations, two iterations,
and running the Newton solver to convergence (which we implemented as either con-
vergence or 25 iterations, whichever came first).

Figures 2 and 3 show the results for the IEEE 57 and 118-bus test networks.
Again, FMG-Cycles and Gauss--Seidel smoothers have stronger convergence. We see
here that convergence rates are not drastically affected by using a Newton solver, with
perhaps some modest improvements if using a Newton solver at coarse level \ell = 1
(that is, a two-grid method). Running the Newton solver for more than a single
iteration does not provide any benefit, which suggests that a quasi-Newton iteration
might also be effective here. The Jacobi experiments show that the price of parallelism
is worse convergence, but not drastically so.

We show the experiments with the IEEE 300-bus network in Figure 4. Here
the decision where and if to use a Newton solver has a much bigger effect on the
convergence rate when using a V-Cycle, especially for the Jacobi smoother. Again,
we see that more than a single Newton iteration does not offer any improvement in
rate of convergence.
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Fig. 2. Multigrid power flow on the IEEE 57-bus test network with switches to Newton's method
partway up the hierarchy. The bar group shows the hierarchy level at which we switch, while the bar
within the group shows the number of inner Newton iterations performed. In blue is the test of the
full hierarchy with no switch to Newton. Performing a single Newton iteration on hierarchy level 0
with \omega = 1 (as in the Gauss--Seidel row) is equivalent to a full Newton iteration.

The experiments with the 1999--2000 PolishWinter Peak network, shown in Figure
5, show still-greater impact of the Newton solver. Unlike in the IEEE 300-bus case,
however, a Newton solver at coarse level \ell = 1 (that is, a two-grid method) helps the
most with the Gauss--Seidel iteration, and in fact makes the Jacobi iteration worse.

4.2. Synthetic networks. In this section we present scaling studies of multigrid
power flow. We cannot simply scale up real-world problems, as those problems come
from specific networks, and as discussed above the various real-world networks are
not necessarily comparable. Instead, we generate synthetic networks in the following
manner: we define some domain D and smooth functions v(\bfitx ), \theta (\bfitx ) representing the
voltage magnitude and phase angle values at each point \bfitx \in D. We can then place an
arbitrary number of simulated nodes within D, and the functions v(), \theta () give us the
voltage at each node. An application of (1) then allows us to determine the power
injection at each node. We then simply choose the type of each node (PQ, PV, or
slack) to complete our synthetic network construction. In this way, we can construct
a sequence of comparable problems of varying sizes.

Here we define D to be a circle of radius 1 centered at the origin in the plane. The
voltage magnitude and phase angle are defined separately as solutions to the Laplace
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Fig. 3. Multigrid power flow on the IEEE 118-bus test network with switches to Newton's
method partway up the hierarchy.

equation:

\Delta u(\bfitx ) = 0, \bfitx \in D,

u(\bfitx ) = g, \bfitx \in \partial D.

The solution to this problem is well known (see, e.g., [12]) and is given by

u(\bfitx ) = u(r, \theta ) =

\int 
\partial D

1 - r2

2\pi \| \bfitx  - \bfity \| 22
g(\bfity )dS(\bfity ).

We use the solution to the Laplace equation because it is harmonic, which implies that
it is smooth and also guarantees that all function values in D lie within the extrema
of g on \partial D. In addition, we have the option of producing a variety of different smooth
functions simply by changing the boundary values g.

For the voltage magnitude, we set

g(\bfitx ) = g(1, \theta ) = 1 +mM cos(mf\theta ),

where mM and mf are chosen constants. Similarly, for the voltage phase angle we set

g(\bfitx ) = g(1, \theta ) = aM cos(af\theta ),

where aM and af are chosen constants. Here we select

mM = 0.05, mf = 1.0, aM = \pi /4, af = 1.5.
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Fig. 4. Multigrid power flow on the IEEE 300-bus test network with switches to Newton's
method partway up the hierarchy.

Plots of these functions over the unit circle can be seen in Figure 6.
We choose nodes in a rectangular grid within the circle such that all neighboring

nodes are a constant distance away. All lines have impedance 10  - \imath 20 per unit. All
lines are also given a line charging susceptance of 0.002 per unit. We place the slack
node at the center of the circle, and all other nodes are independently selected as PV
nodes with probability 0.05, and PQ otherwise.

As above, we perform all tests with a flat start, where all elements of the starting
voltage vector are 1 + \imath 0, except for PV nodes, whose magnitudes are known, and
the slack nodes, whose voltage is known. We then test the number of cycle iterations
required for convergence. We perform the following eight tests:

\bullet With Gauss--Seidel smoothing and V-Cycles, no Newton iteration or a full
Newton solve at level \ell = 1.

\bullet With Gauss--Seidel smoothing and FMG-Cycles, no Newton iteration or a full
Newton solve at level \ell = 1.

\bullet With Jacobi smoothing and V-Cycles, no Newton iteration or a full Newton
solve at level \ell = 1.

\bullet With Jacobi smoothing and FMG-Cycles, no Newton iteration or a full New-
ton solve at level \ell = 1.

When using a Jacobi smoother, we use the \omega schedule that is used for the IEEE
57-bus and 118-bus networks in Table 1.

Of our synthetic tests, the smallest network, with 16 nodes, has 5 hierarchy levels
and a mean coarsening ratio of 1.22. The largest network, with 17,647 nodes, has 14
hierarchy levels and a mean coarsening ratio of 1.96. This is expected, as we use a
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Fig. 5. Multigrid power flow on the 1999--2000 Polish Winter Peak network with switches to
Newton's method partway up the hierarchy.

Fig. 6. Analytic functions on the unit circle from which we sample voltage magnitude and
phase angle to create synthetic networks.

matching-based coarsening procedure, so the coarsening ratio is bounded from above
by 2.0.

We show the results in Figure 7. As expected, the Gauss--Seidel smoother has
better convergence than the Jacobi smoother. Above network size approximately
29, the FMG-Cycle shows high scalability, with iteration growth rate of approxi-
mately O(n0.3). This implies an algorithmic time complexity of about O(n1.3), as
each iteration takes time O(n). A single Newton iteration at coarse level \ell = 1 with
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Fig. 7. Convergence rates using a synthetic network. Each network size is sampled four times.
The solid lines represent the mean at each network size. A Newton solve at coarse level \ell = 1 with
Gauss--Seidel smoothing performs best, showing no decay in convergence as network size grows. An
FMG-Cycle with either Jacobi or Gauss--Seidel smoothing also shows little decay in convergence
rate.

Gauss--Seidel smoothing shows no decay in rate of convergence as network size grows,
regardless of cycle type. It is also interesting that in most cases, convergence rate
variance decreases with increasing network size.

4.3. Robustness experiments. As discussed in section 1, while fast for small
and medium-sized problems, Newton--Raphson suffers from a small region of conver-
gence. In this section we present experiments demonstrating the robustness of our
power flow solver to poor initial starting conditions and comparing it to a number of
existing robust solution methods.

For these experiments, we take the initial guess for an iterative solver from the
data file itself, add Gaussian random noise separately to the magnitudes and phase
angles of that initial guess, and then run the iterative solver to see if it finds the
correct solution. As a practical matter, voltage magnitudes never stray far from
1.0, so if we add noise to the phase angles with a standard deviation greater than
0.16, the voltage magnitudes only receive noise with standard deviation equal to 0.16.
Otherwise, voltage magnitudes and phase angles receive the same amount of noise.

We test our method against three other solvers. The first is Newton--Raphson
with a bisecting line search. This algorithm first calculates a typical Newton--Raphson
update. If the update causes the norm of the residual to decrease, it takes that step; if
it causes the residual to increase, it cuts the step size in half and tries again. It repeats
this procedure until it either finds a step size that results in a reduction in residual
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norm, or until the step size reaches machine precision, at which point the solver
exits. This method is guaranteed not to diverge, and is generally more stable than
traditional Newton--Raphson. It can be viewed as an approximation to an optimal
line search.

Next, we test our method against the continuation power flow solver of [2]. This
is the most well known of the class of homotopy methods and is most effective when
the system is near its voltage stability limit, a setting in which Newton--Raphson
typically has a very small region of convergence. It first solves a power flow problem
in which the system is more lightly loaded than the desired problem. Given that
starting point then, it solves a series of power flow problems in which the loading
level of the system is gradually increased, using the solution to the previous problem
as an initial guess for the next one. The loading level is added to the problem as
its own variable, which prevents the Jacobian from becoming singular at the voltage
stability limit as it normally would.

Finally, we test our method against the Adjusted Levenberg--Marquardt method
developed in [27]. If one calculates the squared 2-norm of the residual, \bfitr T\bfitr , and then
uses a first-order Taylor expansion to estimate the residual norm minimizer, the result
is the typical Newton--Raphson method. However, if rather than minimizing \bfitr T\bfitr one
instead attempts to minimize

\bfitr T\bfitr + \lambda (\bfitx  - \bfitx prev)
T (\bfitx  - \bfitx prev),

this problem penalizes taking steps that are too large, with the penalty controlled by
the coefficient \lambda . This is the Levenberg--Marquardt approach. The authors of [27]
further enhance this using a two-step procedure akin to the midpoint method for
solving ODEs. In these tests, we use \lambda = 1.

We show the results on the robustness experiments for the IEEE 57-, 118-, and
300-bus networks in Figure 8. For these experiments we used the Gauss--Seidel
smoother with a V-Cycle and no Newton cutoff. We test using both (1,1)-cycles
and (5,5)-cycles, in which we apply the smoother once or five times at each step in
the hierarchy while coarsening and again while refining. As we see in these figures,
while the adjusted Levenberg--Marquardt method is indeed more robust than both
Newton--Raphson with bisecting line search and continuation power flow, our multi-
grid solver is still significantly more robust than either, easily handling far more noise
in the starting iterate than any of the other methods. Furthermore, the (5,5)-cycle is
even more robust than the (1,1)-cycle; sufficient noise in the Polish Winter Peak net-
work causes the (1,1)-cycle to fail, whereas the (5,5)-cycle remains stable throughout.

5. Conclusions. In this paper we introduced a nonlinear algebraic multigrid
framework for solving the power flow equations, a standard problem in power engi-
neering. We did this by developing a novel multiplicative coarse-grid correction for the
state variables in the problem, and demonstrating that the resulting coarse problem
is also a power flow problem, enabling multigrid recursion.

We then presented a number of specific choices for constructing specific multi-
grid methods from that framework. We showed that both Gauss--Seidel and Jacobi
smoothers are effective, resulting in the first (to the best of the authors' knowledge)
successful use of a Jacobi iteration in solving the power flow equations. We also showed
that one can partially or completely solve a coarse power flow problem at some level
of the hierarchy instead of making use of the entire hierarchy, and that this tends to
accelerate convergence. We demonstrated the scalability of our method using experi-
ments on models of both real-world and synthetic power grids. We demonstrated its
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Fig. 8. Robustness experiments comparing Newton--Raphson, Continuation, Adjusted
Levenberg--Marquardt, and our multigrid solver using (1,1)-V cycles and (5,5)-V cycles. For each
experiment in the IEEE networks, 50 tests were run. In the Polish Winter Peak network, due to
computational cost we ran 10 tests for each ALM experiment, and 25 for each multigrid experiment.
The voltage magnitude starting points received the same amount of noise as the voltage angles, up
to a standard deviation of 0.16.

robustness to poor initial conditions and showed that it is more robust than many
state-of-the-art power flow solvers.

Possible future directions include further investigation into smoothing and coars-
ening techniques and exploring the scenarios in which different choices are most effec-
tive. The method might also be further improved by the application of acceleration
methods such as Anderson Acceleration [47] or Nonlinear GMRES. Possible future
directions also include developing an efficient parallel implementation of our method.
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